This short note presents some remarks and conjectures on two open problems proposed by P. Erdös.
Lemma 1.1. If ε > 1 there are two barriers only: n = 1 and n = 2 (which we call trivial barriers).
Proof. It is clear for n = 1 and , n = 2 because (0) (1) 0
Let's consider n ≥ 3 . Then, if m = n − 1 we have m + εv(m) ≥ n − 1 + ε > n , contradiction.
Lemma 1.2.
There is an infinity of numbers which cannot be barriers for εv(n) ,
Proof. Let's consider s, k ∈N * such that s ⋅ ε > k . We write n in the form Proof. Let t be the greatest natural number such that tε ≤ 1 (always there is such t ).
Let n be from Proof. It is sufficient to prove that R(n) is always verified for m ≤ n − r .
Conjecture.
We note I r ∈[ p 1 ⋅⋅⋅ p r ,...,⋅p 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ p r p r +1 ) . Of course I r r ≥1 U = N \ {0,1} , and
Let N r (1 + t) be the number of all numbers n from I r such that 1 ≤ v(n) ≤ t . We conjecture that there is a finite number of barriers for εv(n) , ∀ε > 0 ; because
and the probability (of finding of r − 1 consecutive values for m , which verify the relation R(n) ) approaches zero.
Second Problem.
Paul Erdös has proposed another problem: ( )
